THE    GROWTH    OF    SE^TIMEHTS	I4§
value, for the study of other people and other types of life
widens a child's horizon greatly, The value of art in
arousing right feeling is equally, if not mores important,
but that will be dealt with In a later section,
Slowly during these two periods of life a child
laying the foundation of a sentiment of respect for braver/
and Ms desire to be brave and Ms willingness to admire
brave men should be used and developed. As a little child
lie was encouraged to be brave and that generally Implied
that he must bear the necessary ills of life with cheerfulness.
But by his study of literature and history and by class
discussion, an Ideal of personal courage should have grown
and, long before he leaves the primary school, he should
have had an understanding of those little nameless ' iin-
heroic ' acts that are all that most men can hope to achieve.
Such understanding will help to make Ms feeling for bravery
more active as he realizes that such conduct is within Ms
scope. He will thus grow to respect the boy who thinks
for himself and is willing to forgo the approval of the crowd.
Hie solitary thinker, the champion of the unpopular cause,
the man who sacrifices Ms pride to truth come Into the
category of brave men whom he can emulate,
I have tried to show how the sentiment of respect for
bravery grows during this period and to suggest
school fife can encourage It, both because It Is one of the
most characteristic attitudes of the growing toy, and
because It shows clearly how indirect the training is and yet
directly practical. Such a training Is	by living
in the right environment, reading and talking with vital
people who care for these things.    While in
every subject would add to a child's desire to be courageous,
in other schools a child might get no Idea that there
any connexion between what lie learnt in	and Ms
dally conduct.
What has been said of bravery can be easily	to
other aspects of a child's Ife—that to be Mud is
ri

